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Abstract :  Transportation Lag  is often present in control systems as computational or informational delay but in most cases it is very 

small and is neglected.  Transportation Lag is widely found in the process industries when transporting materials or energy.It is also 

called Dead Time. Due to transportation lag gain margin and phase margin of the system decreases. Generally stable processes are 

represented by first-order-plus-dead-time or second order- plus-dead-time models for analysis. The problem of control design for 

processes with Transportation Lag   is quite crucial and long-standing. The advent of the Smith Predictor provided the industrial control 

community with another tool to tackle the control of processes where the presence of Transportation Lag was impairing closed-loop 

performance. In this paper analysis of stable processes with Transportation Lag is done. Here PI controller and Smith Predictor are used 

as Transportation Lag compensators. The comparative study with respect to reference tracking and disturbance rejection of PI controller 

and Smith Predictor for the considered processes has been covered in this paper. 

 

IndexTerms –  Dead Time or Transportation lag, Smith Predictor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

All the feedback systems are generally represented by the linear lumped parameters mathematical model. This is valid so long as the time 

taken for energy transmission is negligible i.e. the output begins to appear immediately on application of input. This is not quite true of 

transmission channel-lines, pipes belts, heat exchangers, conveyors etc. In such cases a definite time elapses after application of input 

before the output begins to appear. This type of pure time lag is known as transportation lag or dead-time. Dead times or time delays, are 

found in many processes in industry. Dead time can arise in a control loop for a number of reasons [1-8]. (i) Control loops typically have 

sample and hold measurement instrumentation that introduces a minimum dead time of one sample time into every loop. This is rarely an 

issue for tuning, but indicates that every loop has at least some dead time. (ii) The time it takes for material to travel from one point to 

another can add dead time to a loop. If a property (e.g. a concentration or temperature) is changed at one end of a pipe and the sensor is 

located at the other end, the change will not be detected until the material has moved down the length of the pipe. The travel time is dead 

time. This is not a problem that occurs only in big plants with long pipes. A bench top process can have fluid creeping along a tube. The 

distance may only be an arm's length, but a low enough flow velocity can translate into a meaningful delay. (iii) Sensors and analyzers 

can take precious time to yield their measurement results. For example, suppose a thermocouple is heavily shielded so it can survive in a 

harsh environment. The mass of the shield can add troublesome delay to the detection of temperature changes in the fluid being 

measured. (iv)Higher order processes have an inflection point that can be reasonably approximated as dead time for the purpose of 

controller design and tuning. Note that modeling for tuning with the simple first order plus dead time (FOPDT) form is different from 

modeling for simulation, where process complexities should be addressed with more sophisticated model forms. Sometimes dead time 

issues can be addressed through a simple design change. It might be possible to locate a sensor closer to the action, or perhaps switch to a 

faster responding device. Other times, the dead time is a permanent feature of the control loop and can only be addressed through 

detuning or implementation of a dead time compensator e.g. Smith predictor. The presence of dead time is never a good thing in a control 

loop. For any process, as dead time becomes larger, the control challenge becomes greater and quality performance becomes more 

difficult to achieve. The major difficulties in controlling dead-time processes are as [2] (i) the effect of the disturbances is not felt until a 

considerable time has elapsed. (ii) the effect of the control action takes some time to be felt in the controlled variable. (iii) the control 

action that is applied based on the actual error tries to correct a situation that originated some time before. Delay is unavoidable in many 

control systems. Most of the classical methods such as root locus and Nyquist criterion that analyze the control system cannot deal with 

delay. Moreover, systems with delay have infinite dimensions which make it impossible to express the system in state space. But for 

analysis and to understand the dynamic behavior of the systems, mathematical modeling of processes is important. In case of dead time 

processes generally FOPDT and second order plus dead time (SOPDT) models are formed for analysis without losing the characteristics 

of the process [8-9]. It is also done because analysis of higher order processes becomes quite difficult. Generally process identification 

methods are used to reduce higher order processes into FOPDT and SOPDT models. The FOPDT model is represented by      
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where pK , T and L are real numbers. 0>T  is the equivalent time constant of the plant and pK  is the static gain. 0>L  is the equivalent 

dead time [3-6]. When it is desirable to represent a smoother step response in the first part the transients or an oscillatory step response, a 

second-order process with a dead time is used  
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where  and,,T,T,K n21p   L are real numbers. As in the FOPDT model pK  is the static gain and 0>L  the equivalent dead time.

0>T1  and 0>T2  are time constants of the plant in the case of a non-oscillatory response while the damping coefficient, )1,0( and 

the natural frequency 0 >n  are used when the process exhibits an oscillatory step response.
    

                                       
                                                                                                                                       

II. Dead Time Compensators 

 
2.1. PI Controller 

 

When dead time is very small and for slow variations of the output signal PID control is a better choice but when dead time is long 

enough the control performance obtained with a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller is limited. Predictive control is required 

to control a process with a long dead time efficiently. Therefore, if a PID controller is applied on this kind of problems, the derivative part 

is mostly switched off and only a PI controller without prediction is used [1]. In an integral error compensation scheme, the output 

response depends in some manner upon the integral of the actuating signal. This type of compensation is introduced by using a controller 

which produces an output signal consisting of two terms, one proportional to the actuating signal and the other is proportional to its 

integral. Such a controller is called proportional plus integral controller. A PI controller is a special case of the PID controller in which 

the derivative (D) of the error is not used. The most famous tuning method for PI controllers is the Ziegler-Nicholas rule (ZN). It was 

developed using simulations with different systems where the equivalent dead time L  and time constant satisfy the condition i.e. 1L
T
  

or called   lag dominant systems. The ZN settings are benchmarks against which the performances of other controller settings are 

compared in many studies.  

 

2.2. The Smith Predictor 

The Smith predictor invented by O. J. M. Smith in 1957 is a type of predictive controller for systems with pure time delay [7]. Figure 1 

shows this ideal situation in a general case, where the controller C(s) is tuned using only G(s) and the real output y (t) is the output of 

G(s), y1 delayed L units of time, y(t) = y1(t − L). 

                        
       

Figure 1: Ideal control for dead time processes                        

 
Figure 2: Open loop predictor 

 

 In this situation the dead time has no effect on the closed loop transients, as the closed-loop transfer function is    
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 The real implementation of this solution is, in general, not possible in practice mainly because the sensor cannot be installed in the 

desired position and/or the process dead time is not caused by mass transportation. A simple solution for this problem can be obtained 

using the idea of prediction and will be applied here to a stable process. If a dead-time-free model Gn(s) of the plant P(s) = G(s)e−Ls is 

considered, it is possible to feed the output of this model to the controller as shown in figure 2. In this structure if Gn(s) = G(s) the 

primary controller C(s) can be tuned considering only G(s) and the obtained closed- loop performance is the same as in the ideal case as 

in equation (3).The equivalent controller for this system is   
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which operates in an open-loop manner. This strategy is known as open-loop predictor based control and it is clear that it cannot be used 

in practice because the controller does not “see” the effect of the disturbances and also model mismatches are not taken into account and, 

therefore, all the beneficial properties of feedback disappeared. A better solution for this problem was proposed by Smith based on a 

closed-loop predictor structure of the open-loop-stable process. In this strategy, the prediction at time t is computed by the use of a model 
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of the plant without dead time Gn(s) and, in order to correct the modeling errors, the difference between the output of the process and the 

model (including the dead time Pn(s) = Gn(s)e−Lns  is fed back, as can be seen in figure 3.  

 

Figure 3: The Smith predictor structure  

 

With this structure, if there are no modeling errors or disturbances, the error between the current process output and the model output ep(t) 

will be null and the controller can be tuned as if the plant had no dead time. Thus, in the nominal case this structure gives the same 

performance as the ideal solution. To consider the modeling errors, the difference between the output of the process and the model 

including dead time is added to the open-loop prediction, as can be seen in the scheme of figure 3. If there are no modeling errors or 

disturbances, the error between the current process output and the model output will be null and the predictor output signal yp(t) will be 

the dead-time-free output of the plant. A simple solution to this problem is to use a filter Fr(s) with unitary static gain Fr(0)=1. The filter 

should be designed to attenuate oscillations in the plant output especially at the frequency where the uncertainty errors are important. This 

can be done by low pass filter that increases the robustness of the controller. 

III. Simulation Results and Discussion 

 
Here simulation results of process such as stirred tank heat exchanger is discussed. PI controller and Smith Predictor are used to control 

this process and how the performance of these controllers is influenced by the variation in dead time is also discussed in this section. 

 

3.1. Stirred Tank Heat Exchanger 

 
The FOPDT model of stirred tank heat exchanger [5-6] process is considered as 
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Here in this FOPDT model of stirred tank heat exchanger the dead time is very small and the tuning parameters are taken as 0.01K p   

and 0.1Ti    , which are chosen using Cohen and Coon tuning rule. For Smith Predictor, the tuning parameters are considered same as 

above for PI controller. Actually the control algorithm in a Smith Predictor is usually a PI controller. Here 
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 is used as a 

filter to remove dead time estimation errors. Actually the filter which is used to remove dead time dead time estimation errors is in the 

form
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where L  is the dead time [2]. From figure 4 , it is clear that Smith Predictor 

provides much faster response as compared to PI controller and also Smith Predictor rejects the disturbance earlier as compared to PI 

controller.  

 
Figure 4. Step response, PI v/s Smith Predictor 
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In the above analysis, the internal model ( )
L s
nG s e

n


 matched the process model ( )P s  exactly but in practical situations the internal 

model is only an approximation of the true process dynamics.  

  

IV.Conclusions 

 
PI controller and Smith Predictor are good dead time compensators for dead time processes. The control algorithm in a Smith Predictor is 

a PI controller and it also uses the idea of prediction. When a comparison is made between the performance of PI controller and Smith 

Predictor for long dead time processes, better results are obtained with Smith Predictor. Smith Predictor eliminates the effect of the dead 

time in the set point response. A good trade- off between robustness and performance can be obtained by appropriate tuning of primary 

controller. When the process exhibits integral dynamics, the classical Smith Predictor fails to provide a null steady state error in the 

presence of a constant load disturbance.  
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